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Chapter 2921 

2921 I’m not giving it to you 

“I’m not 100% confident …” 

I’m confident, but I’ve never tried to modify an array of this level, ” Qiu Ling ‘er said. so, I can’t 

guarantee that I’ll succeed! 

“No harm! As long as you’re confident, we can try!” 

I know a thing or two about formations and runes. I’ve studied these nine heaven suppression chains 

before. They’re just a medium for runes to provide a layer of defense! It wouldn’t directly affect the 

formation! So, you don’t have to care too much about the level! Just focus on the formation itself!” 

“Understood!” Qiu Ling ‘er nodded and said, ” I’ve roughly looked at these runes. The nine sky sealing 

lock formation you mentioned has a certain sealing effect in addition to its defensive effect! 

“That’s right!” yes! Chen Xiaobei nodded. in fact, Supreme King Huo Yun used this formation to seal his 

Treasury! The formation itself is both defensive and sealing, the only thing it lacks is the ability to take 

the initiative to attack!” 

if that’s the case, the difficulty of the modification can be reduced by a level! “But there’s another 

problem!” Qiu Ling ‘er said. 

“What difficult problem?” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

“You need tools to carve runes!” 

Qiu Ling ‘er said,”if we want to modify the array, we have to carve some new runes on the heaven 

suppressing chain!” However, this middle heaven suppressing Black Gold was extremely strong in 

defense! Even a one-star heaven-immortal artifact can’t do it!” 

“I’ve also thought about this question in advance!” I might have a way to weaken the defense of the 

heaven suppressing Black Gold! Chen Xiaobei said. 

“Good! If I can solve the problem of the seal scripts, I can try to modify the formation!” Qiu Ling ‘er was 

full of confidence. 

“I’m relieved to hear that!” 

alright! Chen Xiaobei nodded and said, ” let’s go to the sunlight cache and design the new runes first. 

Then, we’ll think about the engravement plan! This can save a lot of time, and we won’t make any 

mistakes and lose the whole game!” 

After that, the two of them went to the area where the sunlight cache was located! 
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First, he would draw out the new runes he needed on the paper, and then arrange them with the 

existing runes. Finally, he would deduce the operation of the new array and the special ability effect it 

would produce! 

This was a long process that was extremely energy-consuming! But if he succeeded, Chen Xiaobei would 

have a whole new heaven-immortal instrument! 

At that time, the destruction of heaven and earth banner would be the main attack! The heaven 

suppressing chain was mainly used for defense! The earth escape immortal puppet retreated! 

Chen Xiaobei could attack, retreat, defend, or even escape. He was completely undefeatable! 

There was no place in the earth-god Realm that Chen Xiaobei would not dare to go, and there was 

nothing that he would not dare to do! 

…… 

At the medicinal herbs market. 

“The imperial capital of Xuanyuan is indeed the number one city in the earth-god Realm! I thought we 

had enough herbs in the National Treasury, but compared to this market, it’s nothing!” Feng Qingyang 

exclaimed. 

yes … Daoist Yiru nodded and said, ” “There are many high-grade precious herbs here! We can buy 

more, in case we can’t get them when we need them in the future!” 

“Heavens! This is the thousand-eyed wolf spider’s poison sac, right?” Tai yitan exclaimed. His attention 

was attracted by a shop on the side of the road. 

“Thousand-eyed wolf spider? That’s a high-level earth-god fiend!” Feng Qingyang and Daoist Yiru also 

followed. 

“You really know your stuff, my guests!” 

The shop owner rubbed his hands and greeted him with a smile, ” “This poison sac was extracted from a 

six-star earth-god level thousand-eyed wolf spider! In order to capture this magical beast, several high-

level hunters of the wild blade Guild died!” 

“I’m very interested in this poison sac. Boss, state a price. If it’s suitable, I’ll buy it!” Tai yitan said 

straightforwardly. 

“You’re so straightforward, Sir! I won’t be long-winded! The fixed price was 20000000 upper spiritual 

stones! If you think it’s acceptable, then we’ll make a deal!” The shop owner said. 

“20 million, isn’t that a little too expensive?” Tai yitan frowned. 

“You may not know this, but the frenzied blade Chamber of Commerce has entrusted me with the task 

of selling this poison sac!” 

The shop owner said,”in order to capture the thousand-eyed wolf spider, the frenzied sword Guild has 

dispatched 100 professional hunters!” Many of them died in battle, and many were injured! They’re all 

anxiously waiting for the money!” 



“As for the 20 million upper spiritual stones, minus 10% of my Commission, the remaining money will be 

given to the deceased! In the end, it’s divided among the living people, and each person only gets about 

100000 upper spiritual stones!” 

The shop owner said in a deep voice,”this is their hard-earned money that they exchanged their lives 

for!” It was really not expensive! I hope young master can understand!” 

“Well, according to your calculations, it’s really not expensive!” Tai yitan wasn’t a stingy person. As long 

as it was reasonable, he would accept it. “I’m taking this poison sac! Give me a storage bracelet and I’ll 

pay you in cash!” 

“You’re so straightforward! I thank you on behalf of the wild blade Chamber of Commerce’s hunters!” 

The shop owner was an honest man. He cupped his hands and bowed to Tai yitan, expressing his sincere 

gratitude, ” “With this money, their hard work was not in vain. The dead can rest in peace, the injured 

can be treated, and the living can be filled with hope! It’s all thanks to you, Sir!” 

“There’s always a reward for your hard work, no need to thank me!” Tai yitan shrugged his shoulders 

indifferently. 

Then, tai yitan transferred the 20 million upper spiritual stones into the shop owner’s storage bracelet 

and put away the poison sac. 

“Boss Ma! Have you thought it through? The thousand-eyed wolf spider’s poison sac, can it be 

cheaper?” 

At this moment, an extremely arrogant voice came from not far away. 

Looking in the direction of the voice, he saw more than a dozen young men in green tight-fitting clothes 

surrounding him. 

“I’m sorry, young master GE!” 

The shop owner threw up his hand and pointed at tai yitan. “The thousand-eyed wolf spider’s poison sac 

was just bought by this customer!” 

“What?” 

GE bapi’s expression turned cold as he angrily shouted,”The one surnamed MA! You clearly know that 

this thousand-eyed wolf spider’s poison sac is something our senior martial brother Haofeng wants. 

How could you still dare to sell it to someone else?” 

“Young master GE … You can’t blame me for this …” 

this poison sac belongs to the frenzied sword Chamber of Commerce, ” Mr. MA explained. they’re in 

urgent need of money, but you’ve lowered the price again and again. I really can’t sell it to you! 

“Nonsense! Who doesn’t haggle when buying things?” GE bapi said angrily. 

Mr. MA pointed at tai yitan and said, ” this gentleman didn’t bargain and directly bought the poison 

pouch at the price of 20 million upper spiritual stones. This can also be considered as solving the crazed 

saber Chamber of Commerce’s urgent need! 



“What? Buy it at the original price?” GE bapi gave tai yitan a sidelong glance and said in a weird tone, ” 

“You’re a rich kid! Speak! Which family do you belong to?” 

“No one!” Tai yitan slightly raised his chin and said proudly, ” “I’m a disciple of bei Xuan faction!” 

“Bei Xuan faction? What the hell! I’ve never even heard of it!” 

GE bapi arrogantly ordered,”Give me the poison sac immediately, and I’ll return your twenty million!” 

Tai yitan’s face turned cold and he said indifferently, ” “Get lost! I’m not giving it to you!” 
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Chapter 2922: beat you until you kneel 

 “What? You dare to tell me to get lost?” 

GE bapi’s expression froze and his entire face contorted. Pointing at his green clothes, he roared,”Open 

your eyes and look clearly. I’m from the hanging pot Palace!” 

“The hanging pot Palace? What the hell was that? I’ve never even heard of it!” Tai yitan said with 

disdain, ” “Eldest senior brother, sixth Junior Brother, let’s go!” 

Feng Qingyang and Daoist Yiru nodded. They were too lazy to argue with GE BA Pi and his men. 

“You want to leave? It won’t be that easy!” 

shut up! GE BA Pi shouted angrily. A dozen disciples of the hanging pot Palace in green robes 

immediately surrounded tai yitan and the other two. 

“What do you mean by that?” Tai yitan asked in a cold voice. 

“Nonsense!” 

GE BA Pi angrily said,”I want you to hand over the poison sac!” Then, kneel down and apologize to me! 

Otherwise, don’t even think of walking out of this shop alive!” 

“F * cking retard!” you’d better get the hell out of here before I run out of patience! tai yitan said 

disdainfully. otherwise, you’ll have to bear the consequences! 

“Good! Very good! You actually dare to call me a retard!” GE bapi’s eyes widened in anger as he 

threatened, ” “If you don’t kneel down and admit your mistake, I’ll make you beg for death!” 

Tai yitan smiled indifferently and said fearlessly, ” “Heh, then let’s try and see who’s going to make who 

suffer a fate worse than death!” 

Feng Qingyang and Daoist Yiru were also furious and did not back down! 

When they left the verdant Emperor’s divine gourd, Chen Xiaobei had told them that when they were 

out, they should not be too shabby and weak! 

Otherwise, he would be embarrassing Chen Xiaobei! He was a disgrace to bei Xuan faction! 

Without a doubt, tai yitan, Feng Qingyang, and the righteous Daoist were not cowards at all. Instead, 

they were extremely domineering! 
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Three people against more than ten people, they still had to face them head-on! 

Definitely not! 

Of course, their powerful performance was also supported by their cultivation! 

In bei Xuan faction, they had the skybreaking cultivation pill, the skybreaking cultivation pill, and the 

guidance of a genuine immortal like Jiang Ziya. Their cultivation had improved by leaps and bounds, and 

they had all reached the level of two-star earth-god! 

Among these ten over people, only GE BA Pi was slightly stronger, the others were all trash and not 

worth mentioning at all! 

“Good! Since you’re looking for death! I’ll fulfill your wish!” 

GE bapi waved his hand and angrily shouted,”Brothers! Go! Beat these three idiots who don’t know the 

immensity of heaven and earth to death!” 

“Wait! Wait!” 

Mr. MA quickly ran out and stood in between the two parties. He tried to persuade them, ” “Young 

master GE! These three were obviously foreigners! I didn’t know your identity, so I offended you! Allow 

me to advise them not to make a big deal out of this!” 

“Hmph! If it wasn’t for the fact that the old ancestor’s birthday banquet was approaching, this old man 

would definitely torture them to death!” “Hmph!” GE bapi snorted coldly,”my patience is limited, hurry 

up and persuade him!” 

“Yes, yes, yes!” 

Mr. MA nodded and walked to Tai yitan’s side. He said in a low voice, ” “This guest! As the saying goes, a 

strong Dragon can not suppress a snake in its own territory! The hanging pot Palace is a branch of the 

Xuanyuan heavenly sect!” 

“A branch?” Tai yitan was startled. 

“Yes! The Xuanyuan heavenly sect has five branches!” 

Mr. MA explained,”in the palace of WarGods, the disciples cultivate combat strength!” Weapon spirit 

Palace, disciples mainly cultivated weapon refinement! Array element Palace, the disciples ‘main focus 

was to form arrays! The disciples of the mysterious core Palace mainly cultivated elixirs! I major in 

Chinese medicine!” 

“Chinese medicine?” 

Tai yitan laughed,”a doctor’s benevolence helps the world!” Look at this group of idiots, arrogant, 

domineering, and unreasonable. Do they deserve to be Chinese medicine doctors? I’m more like a 

bandit!” 

“Sir, please lower your voice …” 



“No matter what, they’re still disciples of the Xuanyuan heavenly sect!” Mr. MA said nervously. Now 

that GE bapi is willing to buy the poison sac at the original price, young master, you won’t lose anything, 

so just agree to it! It’s not good for you to make a big deal out of this!” 

“Who said I didn’t lose anything?” he looks down on bei Xuan faction, ” tai yitan said indifferently. if I 

give in, where will we put our face? ” Where will my shizun put her face?” 

“This …” 

“I don’t mean to offend you, but how can your bei Xuan faction be compared to the Xuanyuan heavenly 

sect?” Mr. MA said awkwardly. If you insist on making a scene, it’ll be like an egg hitting a rock. The 

consequences need not be said!” 

“Hmph! In my eyes, even 10 Xuanyuan heavenly sects can’t compare to the bei Xuan faction!” 

Tai yitan’s eyes narrowed and he said, ” “Boss, you don’t have to persuade me! If they wanted to fight, 

then let them fight! No matter how strong our enemies are, bei Xuan faction has never been afraid!” 

Feng Qingyang and Daoist Yiru supported tai yitan without saying a word. They were not afraid of a 

fight! 

“I heard everything! Since you’re looking for death, don’t blame me!” 

GE bapi roared in anger as he circulated his primeval essence and attacked! 

This guy was from the hanging pot Palace and he majored in Chinese medicine. His cultivation was not 

high among the disciples of the peak forces! He only had the combat strength of a two-star earth-god! 

Of course, if compared to the disciples of ordinary sects, this cultivation was already considered 

extremely high! 

Because of this, GE bapi was not afraid at all and thought that he could crush tai yitan and the other 

two! 

“Boom boom boom …” 

GE bapi’s Zhen Yuan burst into flames and shot towards tai yitan like a cannonball! 

“Leave this idiot to me!” “Eldest senior brother, sixth Junior Brother, you guys go and take care of those 

small fries!” Tai yitan said calmly. 

“BOOM!” 

Tai yitan waved his palm, triggering the Thunder ethereal force and pulling a thick thunder snake! 

“Bang!” 

The fist and palm collided, and a huge force collided! 

GE BA Pi, who was originally full of confidence, was instantly shocked,”How … How is this possible? You 

actually have the same cultivation level as me? This isn’t a cultivation level that an ordinary sect disciple 

should have!” 



“Hmph! Who told you that bei Xuan faction is just an ordinary faction?” Tai yitan smiled indifferently as 

he waved his other palm! 

“Boom boom boom …” 

A lightning snake lashed out like a battle whip at GE BA Pi! 

“Damn it …” 

GE bapi gathered his thoughts and did not dare to be careless as he used all his strength to block! 

“BOOM! BOOM! Boom …” 

In the next half a minute, tai yitan and GE bapi exchanged dozens of moves in a row, causing Thunder 

and fire to fill the sky and wind to surge! 

“If we continue fighting like this, there won’t be a winner at all!” “This battle shall end here!” GE bapi 

coldly said. 

“Heh, who told you that there’s no winner?” you can admit defeat, ” tai yitan said indifferently. but you 

have to kneel and apologize. Shout a hundred times that bei Xuan faction is invincible! 

“You’re dreaming!” “You can’t beat me!” GE BA Pi said angrily. Why should I apologize?” 

“Right! I can’t beat you!” “But I still have my senior and junior brothers!” Tai yitan said with a smile. 

“What?” GE BA Pi sucked in a breath of cold air, instantly shocked! 

In just half a minute, Feng Qingyang and Daoist Yiru had defeated all the disciples of the hanging pot 

Palace! 

“You can either kneel down! Or we’ll beat you until you kneel! Make your own choice!” Tai yitan said 

with a smile. 

Feng Qingyang and Daoist Yiru were also smiling, ready to attack GE bapi at any time. 
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Chapter 2923: medical skills competition 

 “?! Three against one! Don’t you have any shame?” 

GE bapi instantly panicked as he broke out in a cold sweat! 

“Face? Do you have any face?” Tai yitan said disdainfully,”just now, a dozen of you were fighting against 

three of us!” Why don’t you talk about your face?” 

I … GE BA Pi was speechless. 

“Are you going to kneel? One sentence!” 

“You have three seconds left!” Tai yitan scolded coldly. If you don’t kneel, I’ll take it that you want to be 

beaten to the point of kneeling!” 
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“I … I can’t beat you! But I’m not convinced!” “I’m a Chinese medicine practitioner. If you have the 

ability, then compete with me in medical skills!” If you can beat me! I’ll kneel down and call bei Xuan 

faction invincible ten thousand times!” 

Hearing this, tai yitan burst into laughter, ” “You said it!” 

“Right! I said it!” 

GE bapi said with certainty,”a gentleman’s word can not be taken back!” If you can’t beat me, then 

you’ll have to give me the thousand-eyed wolf spider’s poison sac for free!” 

One must know that the Xuanyuan family was the inheritor of the Huaxia orthodoxy! Even if the 

Xuanyuan family’s Traditional Chinese Medicine skills were not the best in the earth-god Realm, they 

were definitely in the top three! 

As a disciple of Xuanyuan heavenly sect’s Xuanhu Palace, GE bapi had been studying medicine for more 

than eight years. His medical skills were definitely better than those of ordinary great Chinese doctors! 

In GE bapi’s eyes, tai yitan and the other two would never be able to defeat him in terms of medical 

skills! They didn’t even dare to accept his challenge! 

However, GE bapi had never imagined that tai yitan would agree to it without hesitation! 

“No problem! If you want to compete in medical skills, then we’ll compete with you! You’re definitely 

going to say that bei Xuan faction is invincible!” 

Tai yitan smiled and took a step back. “Senior brother, I’ll leave this guy to you! Let him see what 

Chinese medicine is!” 

“A piece of cake!” 

Feng Qingyang nodded and said mockingly, ” “GE BA Pi, you are younger than this old man, this old man 

will not bully you! How you want to compete, you have the final say!” 

you … You’re also a Chinese medicine doctor? ” GE bapi’s expression faltered slightly, and he was 

somewhat worried. 

However, after thinking about it carefully, he realized that even if Feng Qingyang was a Traditional 

Chinese Medicine practitioner, he couldn’t be a great one! 

After all, all the great Chinese doctors were famous and well-known to all. It was impossible for Geba to 

not have heard of them! 

In GE BA Pi’s eyes, as long as he used his best skill, he would not lose! 

At that time, he would be able to obtain the thousand-eyed wolf spider’s poison sac for free. It was 

simply a profit out of a profit! 

“Let’s compete in detoxification!” 

GE bapi laughed coldly,”we’ll poison each other, and whoever can detoxify the poison on their own 

wins!” If you can’t detoxify it, you lose!” 



It was clear that GE BA Pi’s most skilled medical skill was detoxification! 

Moreover, GE bapi had used a vicious scheme to set this rule! 

As long as Feng Qingyang could not cure the poison, he would have to ask GE bapi for help. At that time, 

GE bapi would not have to worry about tai yitan going back on his words. He would be able to get the 

poison pouch and even threaten to humiliate tai yitan again! 

Just thinking about it made GE bapi feel extremely good! 

Of course, GE bapi was still worried that Feng Qingyang would not accept the rules. 

However, Feng Qingyang did not hesitate to say, ” “No problem, we’ll do as you say. You first? Or do you 

want me to go first?” 

“I! I’ll poison it first!” GE BA Pi was overjoyed when he heard this! 

He was laughing so hard in his heart, haha! This stupid old thing was simply courting death! I’ll take out 

my most powerful poison and see how you can cure it! 

GE BA Pi took out a dark red porcelain plate and dropped a drop of translucent poison on Feng 

Qingyang’s palm! 

In an instant, Feng Qingyang’s palm started to turn black and he felt a sharp pain. 

“Woof! Buzzzzzz! Yi …” 

However, Feng Qingyang was very calm. He did not even make a sound. He gathered his ethereal force 

and started pressing on the major acupuncture points on his arm. 

“Idiot!” 

Seeing this, GE BA Pi could not help but laugh,”This is the ‘rotting bone and burning marrow water’. You 

have to take the antidote to detoxify it! It’s useless for people like you to point at it!” 

“Woof! Buzzzzzz! Yi …” 

Feng Qingyang did not say a word and continued to press on his major acupoints. 

“I advise you to admit defeat immediately!” 

GE BA Pi laughed coldly,”otherwise, the poison will immediately penetrate into your muscles and 

bones!” Your muscles will fester piece by piece! The bones would rot inch by inch! His bone marrow 

would be burned into pus and flow out! From now on, you’ll be a cripple with a broken arm!” 

“Old Sir! Quickly admit defeat!” 

Mr. MA was anxious and quickly advised, ” “This ‘bone corroding and marrow burning water’ is not a 

joke! Without the antidote, even a top Chinese medicine doctor wouldn’t be able to cure it! If you don’t 

admit defeat now, you won’t be able to keep your arm!” 



The moment he said this, GE bapi became even more arrogant.”Old thing! Did you hear that? There’s 

still time to admit defeat now! In a few seconds, even if you admit defeat, you will not be able to keep 

your arm!” 

Feng Qingyang was not afraid at all. Instead, he smiled and said, ” ha, who said that there’s no antidote? 

” 

“Hiss …” 

As soon as he finished his words, a black gas rose from Feng Qingyang’s fingertips! 

Then, the black color on Feng Qingyang’s poisoned palm quickly faded and returned to its normal color! 

The intense pain also disappeared, as if it had never appeared! 

“What rubbish ‘bone-corroding and marrow-burning water’? it’s more like a scare tactic for laymen!” 

as long as you know the direction of the poison and how to control your qi and blood, you can inject Qi 

of vital essence into the acupuncture points and reverse the flow of qi and blood to expel the poison out 

of your body! Feng Qingyang said disdainfully. 

“This … This is impossible …” 

GE BA Pi was instantly dumbstruck, his three views shattered and he even started to doubt life.”This 

‘rotting bone and burning marrow water’ is extremely powerful. Without the antidote, it’s impossible to 

remove it! My master taught me this! There can’t be any mistakes …” 

“Ha.” Feng Qingyang chuckled,’you’re making an antidote for such a low-level poison? Did you have 

nothing better to do?” 

this … GE bapi was sweating. 

He wanted to use this poison to kill Feng Qingyang and threaten tai yitan! 

However, he never thought that the poison was so useless in front of Feng Qingyang’s medical skills! 

“Next, it’s this old man’s turn to poison!” Feng Qingyang smirked and took out a few herbs. 

“Whoosh …” 

A ball of fire appeared in Feng Qingyang’s palm. A few seconds later, the impurities in the herbs were 

refined and the essence of the herbs condensed into a drop of red liquid! 

“Whoosh!” 

Feng Qingyang flicked his finger and the red liquid flew into GE BA Pi’s mouth! 

“Hmm…You… Why did you suddenly attack me?” 

Before GE BA Pi could react, the red liquid had already spread in his mouth. He was so anxious that he 

dug his throat, wanting to spit it out, but it was too late! 

“You … What kind of poison did you use?” GE BA Pi’s pupils constricted and his scalp went numb. An 

ominous premonition instantly enveloped him! 
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 “Don’t be nervous, this is not poison! It’s a tonic!” 

Feng Qingyang smiled and said,”I saw that your kidney is weak, so I’m going to help you with it!” I 

guarantee that your silver spear won’t fall in the future. Seven times a night!” 

“Ah?” 

GE BA Pi’s face was filled with shock,”You … You don’t want to compete with me in medical skills? Are 

you trying to please me by giving me a big supplement?” 

“No, no, no, you’ve misunderstood!” 

Feng Qingyang laughed mockingly, ” of course we’ll compete in medical skills. The medicine I gave you 

was too strong! From now on, every time you have a hehehe, you will consume a hundred times more 

profound Qi than normal!” 

“What!” GE BA Pi was instantly dumbstruck and almost peed his pants. 

“In other words, every time you chuckled, the amount of profound Qi you use is equivalent to a hundred 

times of a normal person chuckling!” Although you have the ability to do it seven times a night, I 

estimate that one time will be enough to kill you!” 

pfft … GE BA Pi almost spat out a mouthful of blood onto the ceiling. I chuckled once, which is equivalent 

to other people chuckling a hundred times??? ‘F * ck!’ Even an elephant’s profound Qi would be used 

up!” 

“That’s right!” 

hehe! Feng Qingyang laughed. just one time and your lower body will be completely emptied. Your vital 

essence will be exhausted and your penis will shrink or even die! For the rest of your life, you can only 

join the eunuch squad!” 

“You old man! You … You, you, you’re so bad!” GE BA Pi’s scalp turned numb and he almost peed his 

pants. 

The bone-corroding and marrow-burning water that he was so proud of was so weak in front of Feng 

Qingyang’s tonic! 

A perfectly fine man had been directly turned into a small eunuch. This was simply countless times 

crueler than killing him! 

“Eldest martial brother! You’re so bad!” Tai yitan was amused. 

“Eldest senior brother, don’t be fooled by your serious face. It turns out that you’re full of evil tricks!” 

Taoist Yiru said with a wicked smile. 

“What are you two junior brothers saying?” Feng Qingyang raised an eyebrow and smiled evilly, ” 

“Didn’t I learn all these little tricks from master?” 
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yes … Master is the worst … tai yitan and Daoist Yiru nodded in agreement. 

It was not the three of them who were trying to make fun of Chen Xiaobei. 

Since earth, Chen Xiaobei had kicked at least 80 people into eunuchs! 

The eunuch team had almost become a large group of eunuchs! 

“What are you three laughing at! Isn’t it just to nourish me? I don’t believe I can’t break it!” 

GE bapi was a medical student after all, and his medical skills were definitely stronger than most Chinese 

doctors. He had this bit of confidence! 

Without another word, GE bapi immediately began to take his own pulse. 

However, after a few seconds, GE bapi’s confidence was completely crushed! 

His face was filled with unconcealable shock and fear, which gradually turned into despair! 

“Why … Why is this pulse so strange? It’s simply moving around!” 

GE bapi’s pupils contracted and his scalp went numb.”This kind of pulse is not recorded in the medical 

book, and master has never taught it … I … I can’t cure it at all …” 

“Heh, I’m not bragging, but even if your master was here, he definitely wouldn’t be able to cure you!” 

Feng Qingyang smiled and said,”kneel on the street and shout that bei Xuan faction is invincible!” 

Otherwise, you are destined to be a eunuch for the rest of your life!” 

I … GE bapi was in complete despair. 

His master had always strictly followed the contents of medical books when he treated people. 

There was no record of such a strange pulse in the medical books! Even if shizun came, he wouldn’t be 

able to cure it! 

I … I’ll shout, alright … GE BA Pi was completely terrified. He left the shop and knelt on the street, wailing 

in a low voice, ” bei Xuan faction is invincible … Bei Xuan faction is invincible … 

“Louder!” 

Feng Qingyang laughed, ” let’s go to the other shops. If we don’t hear you, we won’t come back! As for 

the consequences, I don’t think I need to emphasize them, right?” 

this … GE bapi’s expression turned extremely ugly as he stammered, ” “Old senior! As the saying goes, 

even if you don’t give face to the monk, give face to the Buddha! Even if you don’t give me face, you 

should at least give senior brother Haofeng some face!” 

“Who is Haofeng?” Feng Qingyang asked curiously. 

“You don’t even know who senior brother Haofeng is?” 

“Senior brother Haofeng’s name is Xuanyuan Haofeng!” GE BA Pi said solemnly. He was the most 

outstanding genius in Chinese medicine among the disciples of the Xuanyuan heavenly sect! He’s also 

one of the five heroes of Xuanyuan who’s favored and valued by old ancestor Xuanyuan!” 



“The five heroes of Xuanyuan?” “It sounds really powerful!” Feng Qingyang laughed. 

“Is there a need to say this? Of course, the Xuanyuan five heroes were extremely powerful! The five of 

them specialized in combat strength, alchemy, weapon refinement, formation, and medicine 

respectively! They are all the most outstanding super geniuses among the disciples of the five branches 

of the Xuanyuan heavenly sect!” 

“Ancestor Xuanyuan values the five of them very much!” GE bapi said excitedly. As such, they have a 

very high status in the Xuanyuan family, and even the elders have to show them some respect!” 

“And I, GE bapi, am senior brother Haofeng’s trusted aide! By humiliating me today, you’re humiliating 

senior brother Haofeng, and even ancestor Xuanyuan! Do I still need to say the consequences?” 

As the saying goes, you have to look at the owner before hitting the dog! 

GE bapi was Xuanyuan Haofeng’s dog, and Xuanyuan Haofeng was a young genius valued by the old 

ancestor! 

Anyone with eyes could see that if Feng Qingyang really insisted on humiliating GE BA Pi, dog Lord 

Xuanyuan Hao Feng would definitely lose face! He would naturally come to take revenge on Feng 

Qingyang! 

“How is it? Old senior! Do you still insist on me shouting?” 

GE BA Pi’s brows rose as he stood up and sneered,”It’s better to squash enmity than keep it alive! Let’s 

just forget about this matter! If you help me get rid of the effects of the tonic, I’ll pretend that nothing 

happened just now! Or else …” 

It was obvious that GE BA Pi wanted to use Xuanyuan Hao Feng to suppress Feng Qingyang. 

However, GE BA Pi would never have thought that Feng Qingyang did not even care about the famous 

Xuanyuan Hao Feng! 

“Did I allow you to stand up?” 

Feng Qingyang replied indifferently,’my master hates being threatened! If I give in, where will my 

master put his face? Kneel down and Shout! Otherwise, you will bear the consequences!” 

this … GE BA Pi sucked in a breath of cold air, his body and mind both trembling! 

Feng Qingyang was still talking and laughing just now, but at that moment, he was exuding an extremely 

powerful and terrifying pressure! 

GE bapi’s heart turned cold. He knew that Feng Qingyang was not joking! 

Even if Xuanyuan Haofeng himself was standing right there, Feng Qingyang would not back down! 

“Kneel down!” “This is your last chance!” Feng Qingyang said coldly. 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 
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 “Plop …” 
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GE bapi did not dare to speak any more nonsense. He immediately knelt on the ground and shouted at 

the top of his voice, bei Xuan faction is invincible … Bei Xuan faction is invincible … 

Even a fool could tell that Feng Qingyang did not take Xuanyuan Haofeng seriously! 

If GE bapi did not obediently kneel and shout, he would really have to report to the eunuch team! 

“Remember! They shouted loudly! If I can’t hear you, then you can only pray for yourself!” 

Feng Qingyang turned around and left the scene with tai yitan and Daoist Yiru. 

As the three of them walked further and further away, GE bapi could only shout even louder and even 

use his Zhen Yuan, afraid that Feng Qingyang would not hear him and would never return. 

And this shout naturally entered the ears of more and more people! On the street, all sorts of 

discussions spread one after another! 

“Did you guys see that? Why were the disciples of the hanging pot Palace kneeling on the ground and 

shouting that bei Xuan faction was invincible? What kind of clan was bei Xuan clan? How dare you take 

in a disciple of the Xuanyuan heavenly sect!” 

“Bei Xuan faction? Never heard of it! It must be a small, unknown sect!” 

“This tiny bei Xuan faction is too bold! He dared to teach a disciple of the hanging pot Palace a lesson! 

You’re slapping the face of the Xuanyuan heavenly sect!” 

“As they say, the ignorant are fearless! The people of beixuan faction must not know that the Xuanyuan 

Palace was a branch of the Xuanyuan heavenly sect! If they had known, they would never have dared to 

offend the disciples of the hanging pot Palace!” 

“That’s right! The people of the hanging pot Palace had always been overbearing! Especially Xuanyuan 

Haofeng, no one would dare to stop him even if he did as he pleased in the imperial capital! Since he has 

offended a disciple of the hanging pot Palace, Xuanyuan Haofeng will definitely seek revenge!” 

“This is going to be a good show! I’m willing to bet that within three days, the people from that tiny bei 

Xuan faction will completely disappear from the Xuanyuan capital! You either crawl out, or you’ll be 

killed and thrown out!” 

“That’s right! This was for sure! In the imperial capital of Xuanyuan, anyone who provokes Xuanyuan 

Haofeng will not have a good ending.” 

As time passed, more and more people learned about this. 

Feng Qingyang and the other two could hear the discussions of others no matter where they went! 

However, the three of them were not afraid at all! 

After all, Chen Xiaobei’s presence in the imperial capital of Xuanyuan was meant to cause trouble for the 

Xuanyuan family! 

Since they were going to offend the Xuanyuan family sooner or later, the three of them had nothing to 

fear! 



Even if the sky fell, Chen Xiaobei was still there to hold it up. 

To the three of them, Chen Xiaobei was an omnipotent existence! 

As long as they had Chen Xiaobei, they would not have to be afraid of offending the Xuanyuan family. 

Even if the three of them poked a hole in the sky, they would not have to be afraid! 

…… 

The gold and stone market! 

It wasn’t far from the medicinal herb Market, but the things sold there were completely different! 

Gold referred to metal! 

Stone referred to ores, gemstones, and Jade! 

Most of these things were refining materials! 

Therefore, only armament Masters and disciples who studied armament would come to this metal stone 

market to shop! 

“Fourth Junior Brother! Did you hear that? Who’s the one who’s shouting that bei Xuan is invincible?” 

Wu aofeng asked curiously. 

Because the metal market and medicinal herb Market were not far apart, GE BA Pi’s shout of using his 

true essence was quickly heard. 

“I’m not sure …” 

but, I heard some people talking about it, ” Huo yuanba said. it seems that eldest brother and the others 

have taken care of a disciple of the hanging pot Palace! 

Hearing this, Wu aofeng said with regret, ” “F * ck! I actually missed such an interesting thing! If I had 

known earlier, I would have left with eldest senior brother and the others!” 

“You’d better behave yourself!” “With your face-smacking personality, you’ll definitely cause a ruckus if 

you go,” Huo yuanba said with a smile. 

Wu aofeng did not listen to Huo yuanba’s words at all. He started to plan, ” “No! We can’t let eldest 

senior brother be the only one in the limelight! I also have to make some trouble!” 

Huo yuanba was speechless. “You better behave yourself! Master is in seclusion. If you cause trouble, no 

one will clean up your mess!” 

“Trouble?” “If I’m afraid of trouble, would I still be called face-smacking tornado?” Wu aofeng laughed. 

Before he could finish his sentence, Wu aofeng had already dashed forward. 

Huo yuanba was anxious and quickly caught up with him. “You’re a donkey, right? He was pulled back 

instead of moving! I’m afraid you’ll cause trouble, but you still want to cause trouble!” 

“Aiya …” 



As he was running a little too fast, Wu aofeng suddenly knocked down a woman at a corner. 

“I’m sorry … Are you hurt? Hurry up! I’ll give you that, get up!” Wu aofeng had a bad temper, but he was 

not a bad person. He quickly reached out his hand. 

it’s okay … I’m fine … the woman did not pull Wu aofeng’s hand. She stood up, dusted off the dust, and 

then raised her head. 

The moment she lifted her head, Wu aofeng and Huo yuanba were stunned! 

This woman’s skin was as pure as snow and as gentle and lustrous as beautiful jade. There was not a 

single flaw to be found! 

Her facial features were also extremely delicate, and her eyes were as green as Jade and as lively as 

spring water! Her Jade-like nose was small and exquisite, but it was also tall! Her lips were as red as 

cherry blossoms, as if she had a pill in her mouth! 

The most unique thing about her was her ears. There were no earlobes at the lower edge, but the upper 

edge of her ear was sharp and slender! 

With her appearance and the silver-white hair under her cloak, one could guess that she was an elf girl! 

The fairy clan was different from the demons. They were a special race that inherited the Western 

Orthodoxy! 

According to the legends, the ancient Western god Odin had killed the giant Ymir, and the elves had 

been born from the giant’s corpse. They had absorbed the giant’s essence and become spiritual 

creatures! 

As for high-level elves, they already had the body of a human! At the same time, it also possessed 

intelligence that was higher than humans! And their lifespans were far longer than humans! 

Among them, there were the light Elves, Night Elves, and the most mysterious blood elves! 

The greatest characteristic of Light Elves was that the men were extremely handsome and the women 

were extremely beautiful. They were also usually very kind and could become sincere friends with any 

race! 

From her appearance, the girl in front of him should be a Light Elf! 

Her beauty was enough to be called the best! 

“Dumbo! Don’t look! It’s so impolite!” Huo yuanba poked Wu aofeng in the back with his finger. 

“Uh …” 

Wu aofeng then came back to his senses and said, ” “I’m really sorry. I was in a hurry just now and didn’t 

expect someone to be around the corner. It’s all my fault!” 

“It’s alright …” 



The elven girl lowered the heavy hat on her cloak, trying to cover her silver hair and face.”It’s also my 

fault for leaving in a hurry, that’s why I bumped into you, young master … If young master is fine, I’ll take 

my leave …” 

After saying that, the girl pressed her hat down and ran away in a hurry! 

This girl is so kind! 

Looking at the girl’s back, Wu aofeng was shocked! 

This girl was clearly the one who had been knocked down, but not only was she not angry, but she also 

did not cause trouble. Instead, she was so humble and low-key! 

Such a girl was simply hard to find even with a lantern! 

“Fourth Junior Brother … Do you think I can go after that girl?” Wu aofeng asked with a smile. 

“Chase! We can’t let that little bitch get away!” 

At this moment, a group of young men in red clothes ran forward with large strides! 

Looking at how anxious they were, and then thinking about the girl’s actions of covering her face! It was 

obvious that this group of people were chasing after the girl! 

“F * ck! How dare you chase my little fairy! You don’t want to live anymore!” Wu aofeng glared at him 

and rushed forward. 

it’s over … Huo yuanba rubbed his forehead as if he had just seen a huge problem. 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2926: I’m definitely going to take care of it 

 “Little bitch! Stop right there!” 

After a series of pursuit, the elf girl was surrounded and blocked by more than a dozen young men in 

red, and she was finally forced into a dead end! 

don’t come over … Don’t come over … the elf girl was very scared. She shrank in the corner, and her 

delicate body was trembling slightly. 

“Little bitch! Our young master Fu asked you to have a meal with him! You actually dare to refuse! Do 

you not want to live anymore?” The group of young men in red had fierce gazes, and they were 

definitely not kind people. 

“I … I don’t know young master Fu. Why should I have a meal with him?” The elf girl said in a panic. 

“On what basis?” 

The group of young men in red clothes shouted angrily,”just because our Fu clan is one of the most 

powerful clans in the imperial capital of Xuanyuan!” Just because our young master Fu is senior Ling an’s 

best friend!” 
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“Even if you don’t know our young master Fu, you should have heard of senior Ling an’s name, right? He 

was one of the five heroes of Xuanyuan! The number one genius disciple of the palace of WarGods! 

Xuanyuan Ling an!” 

As soon as he said that, the group of young men in red raised their chins one after another, their faces 

full of pride. 

As the saying goes, a dog takes advantage of its master’s power! 

The reason why the group of young men in red were so arrogant and dared to bully people on the street 

was obviously because they relied on the power of the fu clan and Xuanyuan Ling an! 

Xuan … Xuanyuan Ling ‘an … the fairy girl’s expression changed drastically, as if she had been frightened. 

“Hmph Hmph! Now, you can obediently go back and eat with our young master Fu, right?” 

“Don’t say that we didn’t warn you!” The group of young men in red grinned. As long as you can become 

young master Fu’s thirteenth concubine, you can live the rest of your life in luxury and without worries! 

Perhaps they might even have the chance to see senior brother Ling an’s peerless and heroic figure! This 

is a good fortune that you’ll need to cultivate for several lifetimes!” 

“No! I’m not going …” 

Although the elf girl was afraid, her attitude was still firm. “None of you are good people! Your young 

master Fu is definitely not a good person! I’m definitely not going to eat with him!” 

“What the f * ck! You little slut, you really don’t want face!” 

The group of young men in red cursed for a while, then they started to laugh. 

“Our young master Fu said that if you go back to accompany him, you can accompany us brothers! 

Hehehe …” 

“To be honest, we hope you don’t go back! This way, the dozen of us can take turns to enjoy your 

body!” 

“I’ve heard that the bodies of the elves are like ice and Jade, and they will even glow at night! If he were 

to chuckle, it would definitely be interesting! Just thinking about it makes me happy!” 

Just as the elf girl had said, that young master Fu was not a good person. His lackeys were also the worst 

of the worst! 

With evil smiles on their faces, they stretched out more than ten pairs of Wolf claws and surrounded the 

elf girl! 

No… Don’t come over … the elf girl was burning with anxiety, but she was unable to resist. She could 

only scream hysterically, ” “Help … Help … Someone save me …” He cried. 

“Scream! Scream! No one will come to save you even if you scream yourself hoarse!” 



The group of young men in red said arrogantly, ” “Hmph! It’s not that we’re trying to act cool! In the 

imperial capital of Xuanyuan, no one dares to meddle in our Fu family’s business! The louder you 

scream, the more excited we will be! Hehehe …” 

“I’m finished …” 

The elf girl’s face was full of despair, feeling that she was about to fall into a bottomless abyss, beyond 

redemption, and worse than death! 

“What is the fu family? Could it be that they were still a peak force? How dare you be so arrogant!” 

At that moment, a furious roar came from the back of the alley. It was none other than face-smacking 

tornado, Wu aofeng! 

“Eh? Who are you?” The group of young men in red turned around and locked their eyes on Wu aofeng. 

“Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang!” 

Wu aofeng was too lazy to explain, so he rushed over and threw three punches! 

The power of each punch was at the peak of a two-star earth-god! 

Among Chen Xiaobei’s six direct disciples, Wu aofeng had the fiercest temper, and he had also learned 

the heavenly immortal-tier astral Beast Battle technique! 

 while the others were studying medicine, alchemy, and smithing, Wu aofeng was cultivating with all his 

might! 

With Jiang Ziya’s guidance and the help of some herbs, Wu aofeng had the highest cultivation among 

the six disciples! 

A peak two-star earth-god! 

Even though such a cultivation was still a level away from the disciples of the top forces! 

However, it was more than enough to crush a group of Fu clan’s lackeys! 

“Pfft … Pfft … Pfft …” 

Wu aofeng threw out three punches, and three young men in red were sent flying backward with blood 

spurting out of their mouths. They crashed into the wall behind them like meteorites! The solid stone 

wall caved in! 

As for those three, their bones must have been shattered, and their internal organs must have been 

seriously injured. Even if they managed to survive, they would probably spend the rest of their lives in 

bed! 

Wu aofeng never showed mercy to animals! 

Of course, this decisiveness in killing was also learned from Chen Xiaobei! 

“You … Who are you …” 



The rest of the young men in red were shocked and became extremely nervous. They huddled together 

and did not dare to provoke Wu aofeng again. 

“I am the third personal disciple of Daoist beixuan!” Wu aofeng glared at Chen Xiaobei, determined to 

not embarrass him. 

“Daoist beixuan? Who was that? I’ve never heard of him … the remaining young man in red was 

confused. He had no idea who beixuan Zhenren was! 

“Daoist beixuan? You’re a disciple of beixuan Zhenren!” 

At this moment, it was the elf girl who became excited and quickly said,”That’s great! I finally found the 

people from bei Xuan faction! Young master, please save me … I have important news to tell beixuan 

Zhenren!” 

“Oh? You actually know my master?” 

“Don’t worry, I’ll definitely save you!” Wu aofeng’s eyes lit up. This group of lackeys isn’t even enough to 

fill the gaps between my teeth!” 

“Are you really going to meddle in my business? We’re from the fu clan! Our young master Fu has 

Xuanyuan Ling an’s support!” The group of young men in red knew that they could not defeat Wu 

aofeng, so they could only use young master Fu and Xuanyuan Ling ‘an. 

The fu family was one of the most powerful families in the capital of Xuanyuan. Xuanyuan Ling an was 

one of the five heroes of Xuanyuan! 

Normally, even some high ranking officials and nobles would not dare to provoke the fu family, let alone 

offend Xuanyuan Ling an! 

The group of young men in red obviously wanted Wu aofeng to back off and not go against the fu clan! 

And don’t make things difficult for Xuanyuan Ling ‘an! 

However, the group of young men in red would never have thought that Wu aofeng had already been 

given a nickname on earth! 

Face smacking little whirlwind! 

Wu aofeng would not be scared if the young men in red brought up the fu family and Xuanyuan Ling an. 

Instead, he would want to slap them in the face! 

“I’m definitely getting involved in this matter!” 

“All of you, kneel down on the street!” Wu aofeng said coldly. beixuan Zhenren is invincible! Otherwise, 

I’ll beat you until you can’t even take care of yourselves!” 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2927: Woodleaf division 

 “What?” 

The group of young men in red were instantly dumbfounded. 
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Can’t you shout something else? It was too embarrassing to call beixuan Zhenren invincible! Moreover, 

he had to shout 10000 times. Wouldn’t he have to shout until the next day? 

“What are you all doing? I’ve already given you face, and you don’t want it?” 

Wu aofeng glared at him and said, ” “Just one sentence! My fists are already thirsting for blood!” 

“Hiss …” 

The group of young men in red instantly sucked in a breath of cold air. Each and every one of them was 

as cowardly as a chicken. 

“We … We’ll shout …” 

The three men who were crippled were still lying on the ground, spitting blood. The rest of them would 

not dare to challenge Wu aofeng’s patience! 

The rest of them ran out of the alley and knelt on the ground, wailing, ” Daoist beixuan is invincible … 

Daoist beixuan is invincible … 

“All of you, shout louder!” 

Wu aofeng pouted and threatened, ” I still have to go to other places. If I don’t hear your shouts, I’ll 

definitely come back and beat you up! 

The group of young men in red swallowed their saliva. How would they dare to say anything? He could 

only shout louder and louder, even using his Zhen Yuan, afraid that Wu aofeng would not hear him! 

He really couldn’t afford to offend this fiend! 

“How is it? Fourth Junior Brother! I did well this time, didn’t I?” Wu aofeng asked with a smile. 

“Yes, I heard about them bullying the weak women!” Huo yuanba nodded. This kind of animal should be 

properly dealt with!” 

Wu aofeng grinned and looked at the elf girl, ” “Young lady, it’s fine now. Do you have news for my 

master? If you are, then come with us! Let’s talk in detail somewhere else!” 

“O-okay!” yes! the elf girl nodded and followed Wu aofeng. 

Then, the three of them left. 

Of course, the young men in red were afraid that Wu aofeng would come back, so they did not dare to 

stop their embarrassing screams. They even shouted louder and louder, afraid that Wu aofeng would 

not hear them! 

Hence, at the medicinal herb Market, GE BA Pi knelt on the ground and shouted desperately that bei 

Xuan was invincible! At the metal market, a group of Fu clan members were also kneeling on the 

ground, shouting ” beixuan Zhenren is invincible! 

It was the first time for such a marvelous scene to appear in the capital city of Xuanyuan! 



More and more people began to pay attention to this matter and were filled with endless curiosity 

about beixuan faction and beixuan Zhenren! 

“Who’s beixuan Zhenren? Was there such a person in the pugilistic world? How could he make the fu 

clan kneel down and shout that beixuan Zhenren was invincible? This person is too arrogant!” 

“He’s far more than arrogant! He was simply Savage! Wasn’t beixuan Zhenren afraid of the fu family’s 

revenge? As the saying goes, you have to look at the owner before you hit the dog! The fu family is a 

first-class wealthy family, they definitely won’t take this lying down!” 

“What’s the fu clan? If Xuanyuan Ling ‘an shows up, beixuan Zhenren won’t even know how he died!” 

“That’s for sure! The number one genius disciple of the palace of WarGods! At such a young age, he had 

already reached the early seven-star earth-god Realm. In the outside world, he would be a respectable 

King! He has a bright future!” 

“If Xuanyuan Ling ‘an wanted to deal with a nameless beixuan Zhenren, wouldn’t it be as easy as playing 

around?” 

Without a doubt, in the eyes of the citizens of the imperial capital of Xuanyuan, not only was Xuanyuan 

Ling an’s status extraordinary, but he also had a strong cultivation base! 

What Bullsh * t beixuan Zhenren? In front of Xuanyuan Ling an, he could only kneel and beg for mercy! 

…… 

Fuzhao tower. 

“Young lady, What is your name? Where are you from?” Wu aofeng asked. 

The elf girl said with a weak face, ” “I’m Kalise, and I’m from the territory of the temple of the gods!” 

“The temple of the gods?” Wu aofeng and Huo yuanba were stunned for a moment, and they quickly 

asked, ” “What news do you have for my master?” 

“Someone’s trying to kill Daoist beixuan!” Said Kalise. 

“You killed my master?” 

“Who are you?” Wu aofeng was furious. To actually be so reckless! Tell me, I’ll go and exterminate them 

now!” 

“It’s the ninjas and samurais from Tenshou!” 

they’re planning to set a trap, ” said calixi. they’re going to join forces with many powerful fighters to kill 

Daoist beixuan! 

“Heavenly reflection? The Japanese?” Hearing this, Wu aofeng’s anger increased, ” “Where are they? I’ll 

kill my way over now! Kill them all!” 

“Third senior! Please calm down!” there’s something fishy about this, ” Huo yuanba said in a deep voice. 

let’s wait until master comes out of the verdant Emperor’s divine gourd! 



“Calm down, my ass! The Japanese are already riding on our heads, how can I calm down!” Wu aofeng 

said angrily. 

Huo yuanba knew that he could not convince Wu aofeng, so he turned around and said, ” “Miss Kalise! 

My third senior is too hot-headed, you must not tell him the exact location! Otherwise, the 

consequences will be unimaginable!” 

okay … I won’t say … Kalise pursed her lips and said in a low voice, ” “However, the only Tenshou branch 

that’s been making big moves recently is the Muye branch … Young master Wu, you’ll know if you ask 

around outside …” 

“Woodleaf chapter!” “The Japanese are definitely up to something!” Wu aofeng was excited. I’m going 

to kill my way over now!” 

oh no… I accidentally let it slip … an apologetic look instantly appeared on Kalise’s face. She looked so 

weak that no one could bear to blame her. 

“Third senior! Stop right there!” 

Huo yuanba quickly stopped Wu aofeng and said, ” “The matter is not clear at all! How could you charge 

over just because of a few words from Kalise!” 

“Let go!” 

Wu aofeng hated the Japanese, and he could not suppress his anger any longer. He had even lost his 

mind, ” “Kalise is so kind, and I just saved her. Do you think she would lie to us?” 

“It doesn’t matter if she’s lying to you or not!” “The main point is that the temple of the gods is the 

pinnacle of power!” Huo yuanba said sternly. With your cultivation, killing your way over is equivalent to 

suicide!” 

this … Wu aofeng was slightly taken aback. His rationality had won over his impulse. 

After all, Wu aofeng’s cultivation level was not high, especially when he was up against a top force. Any 

disciple from the headquarters could easily defeat him, let alone the elders! 

Although Wu aofeng was a little rash, he was not an idiot! He wouldn’t do something stupid like sending 

himself to death. 

However, seeing that Wu aofeng had calmed down, she added, ” “I heard that the MU ye branch took a 

man named Jin Fei! Is he from bei Xuan faction?” 

“Jin Fei?” 

Wu aofeng and Huo yuanba’s faces changed, ” “The Japanese actually caught Jin Fei!” 

Jing Fei was in charge of delivering the first love peaches. Normally, he should have sent a batch of 

peaches to fuzhao tower this morning, but he was nowhere to be seen! 

“I have to go to the Japanese’s lair!” 

Wu aofeng’s eyes narrowed, ” “Jin Fei is my brother! We can’t let anything happen to him!” 
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Chapter 2928: God’s greed 

 “Let’s wait for master to come out first!” 

there are too many suspicious points in this matter, ” Huo yuanba said cautiously. if we act rashly, we 

might fall into the enemy’s trap! 

“I can’t get through to Jin Fei’s phone! Master is in the verdant Emperor’s divine gourd, so we can’t 

contact him at all. We don’t know when he will come out!” 

Wu aofeng dialed Jin Fei’s number and said, ” I can’t stand by and do nothing when my brother is in 

trouble! 

“I also don’t want anything to happen to my brother!” “How about this, I’ll go check out the situation 

first!” Huo yuanba said. You stay here and wait for master!” 

“No! I’ll go! Don’t fight with me!” Although Wu aofeng had a strong personality, he valued friendship! 

He could not wait without Jin Fei! 

you have a bad temper! Huo yuanba shook his head. if you act rashly, not only will it be bad, but it might 

even get you killed! 

“Don’t worry! I’m not stupid!” 

Wu aofeng said seriously, ” “After that, I’ll just hide and observe the situation in secret! If I don’t have 

full confidence, I will never act rashly! Because that would only bring harm to Jin Fei!” 

this … Huo yuanba was taken aback. This was the first time he had seen Wu aofeng so serious! 

“Stop talking nonsense!” “I’m your senior!” Wu aofeng said. His cultivation is also higher than yours! I’m 

the only one who can go this time! You stay here and wait for master! When the time comes, bring 

shizun over, and we’ll coordinate from the inside and outside to kill those Japanese!” 

O-okay … Huo yuanba agreed with Wu aofeng’s reasoning and nodded.”You must remember to be 

careful and not be impulsive!” 

“I’m not stupid!” Wu aofeng pursed his lips and left fuzhao tower. 

…… 

After that, only Huo yuanba and Kalise were left in fuzhao tower. 

Kalise looked around curiously, her eyes like a scanner, not missing a single corner. 

“What are you looking for?” Huo yuanba asked. 

I heard you mention that Daoist beixuan is inside the verdant Emperor’s divine gourd, ” said kali. I want 

to see what the gourd looks like. 

“You won’t be able to see it!” this is master’s most important trump card, ” Huo yuanba said. it’s only 

natural that he would hide it in the most secret place! 
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Huo yuanba was even more cautious than Wu aofeng, and he would never trust Kalise completely! 

What’s more, Kalise had purposely mentioned Tenshou’s Woodleaf division and Jin Fei’s arrest! 

Huo yuanba had every reason to suspect that Kalise was colluding with the Muye branch to lure Chen 

Xiaobei over to them! 

Of course, Huo yuanba was very calm. Without any evidence, he would not fall out with Kalise! 

No matter what, they had to wait for Chen Xiaobei to come out! 

As long as Chen Xiaobei was in charge, no matter if Kalise was a human or a ghost, she would have 

nowhere to hide! 

Ding! 

At that moment, Carice’s phone rang. She had received a text. 

Huo yuanba turned to look at her, but Kalise blocked her with her hand, preventing Huo yuanba from 

seeing the video. 

The Elf King asked,”how’s the situation?” 

“It’s not going well. I didn’t see Chen Zhufeng!” But I tricked one of his disciples into going to the 

wooden leaf division! 

The Elf King: ” hmm, that’s a good result. If anything happens to that disciple, Chen Zhufeng will 

definitely fight Tenshou to the death! 

[ my King, didn’t you just want to see Chen Zhufeng and the Tenshou clam fight? ] 

The Elf King replied,”of course!” I’ve secretly nurtured you for 300 years! This is the first time I’ve let you 

out on a mission! It was all to make Chen Zhufeng and Tenshou fight to the death! 

“Your Majesty, I don’t understand!” In the battle between Chen Zhufeng and the Tenshou clam, Zeus 

was the one who benefited from it! Why do you have to be so concerned? 

[ elf King: do you know why Zeus is so afraid of Tenshou? ] 

[ Kalise: Tenshou’s cultivation has increased by leaps and bounds. He might even surpass Zeus and 

become an immortal! ] 

[ elf King: then do you know why Tenshou’s cultivation has increased by leaps and bounds? ] 

“I don’t know,” said Kalise. 

[ elf King: that’s because Tenshou and the demons of ‘hell’ worked together and learned an evil spell 

called ‘divine greed’! ] It could steal someone’s cultivation and use it for its own use! 

Kalise,”what?!” Tenshou dared to collude with the demons of ‘hell’? Was he going to openly rebel 

against the pantheon? 

The Elf King replied,”heh, don’t be so surprised!” In fact, I’ve also learned God’s greed! ‘As long as Chen 

Zhufeng and Tenshou fight to the death, I’ll have a chance to take Tenshou’s cultivation!’ 



“You … You’re also working with the demons from hell?” This … 

[ elf King: chaotic times are coming. God or demon! ] As long as he could obtain supreme power, he 

would be able to stand proudly forever! The temple of the gods was just another kind of ‘hell’! 

Kalise: ” Your Majesty is wise! May the king stand proudly forever! Indestructible! 

Elf King: ” you’re my most loyal servant. I’ll send you the cultivation method of God’s greed later. You 

can study it when you have time. Learn it as soon as possible and improve your cultivation! 

“Yes, Madam!” Kalise replied. This subordinate will not let King down! 

After that, the elven King sent the ” God’s greed ” technique to Kalise’s phone! 

‘Gods’ and ‘hell’ are colluding! 

This kind of thing could only be told to someone who could be absolutely trusted! 

Without a doubt, the elven King had absolute trust in Kalise, and that was why he had taught her such a 

heaven-defying evil art! 

To put it bluntly, the elven King’s goal was to allow Kalise to grow quickly so that she would have more 

power to work for him! 

After that, Kalise kept her head down and looked at her phone, not saying anything else. 

Huo yuanba sat beside her. Even though Kalise looked weak and lovely, Huo yuanba still felt that there 

was something wrong with this woman. 

However, Huo yuanba had learned from Chen Xiaobei’s acting skills. He did not reveal the truth and just 

sat there, pretending to be confused. 

…… 

Inside the verdant Emperor’s divine gourd. 

More than five hours had passed in the outside world, which was equivalent to more than 300 days in 

the sunlight cache! 

Xuanyuan tuohai was still cultivating his body. Of course, he was nearing the end and could succeed at 

any time! 

On the other hand, Chen Xiaobei and Qiu Ling ‘er were still busy designing the runes! 

After all, the nine sky sealing lock formation was already a skyimmortal level formation. Its runes were 

extremely intricate and complex. It was extremely difficult to modify it! 

Just the draft papers for the new rune patterns alone had already reached over a thousand! 

After the design was completed, they had to repeatedly simulate the operation of the formation in their 

minds. Chen Xiaobei and Qiu Ling ‘er had probably simulated it more than ten thousand times! 

One had to know that once runes were engraved on the heaven suppressing chain, they could no longer 

be changed! 



Even a single wrong stroke could cause the entire array to be unable to function and be completely 

scrapped! 

almost … Qiu Ling ‘er said, ” “I’ve deduced it again. There should be no problem …” 

“I’ve deduced it three times!” “I think so too!” Chen Xiaobei said. You can start carving the seal scripts 

now!” 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2929: engraving technique 

Chen Xiaobei had the scholar heart, and his calculation ability was terrifying! 

Qiu Ling ‘er was one of the top five formation geniuses in the earth-god Realm, so the time it took for 

Chen Xiaobei to run one round of the formation was three times! 

Most importantly, Chen Xiaobei’s deduction was extremely accurate. Unless the runes themselves were 

wrong, Chen Xiaobei’s deduction would not be wrong at all! 

Even Qiu Ling ‘er was impressed by this! 

After thousands of rounds of rune design and the detailed deduction of tens of thousands of words, 

both Qiu Ling ‘er and Chen Xiaobei thought that there was no problem! 

“The next step is to carve the runes. In my opinion, this will be the biggest problem!” 

the heaven suppressing dark gold is a one-star heaven immortal grade metal, ” Qiu Ling ‘er said. it has 

an extremely strong defense. I’m afraid that even a one-star heaven immortal artifact can’t leave a mark 

on it! More importantly, even the tiniest mistake will destroy the entire formation!” 

“Don’t worry, I’m well aware of this!” 

Chen Xiaobei took out a strange item from his infinite space ring! 

It was as long as a finger, as black as ink, twisted like a snake, but had sharp edges and corners. From 

time to time, it would release Black Electric currents! 

That’s right! 

This strange thing was actually a small part of lightning! Black Lightning! 

“Is … Is this real lightning? Sect master, you can actually control it? How … How did you do that?” 

Qiu Ling ‘er was shocked. She had seen a lot of Thunder vital essence, but she had never seen anyone 

who could control real Thunder! 

“This is the Nirvana Black Lightning! It’s a small part of the nine Heavens tribulation lightning!” Chen 

Xiaobei explained. 

“What? Nine days? Tribulation lightning? You’ve cut off a small section? Are you an immortal?” Qiu Ling 

‘er was dumbfounded and couldn’t believe her ears. 
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Immortal cultivators, especially high-level immortal cultivators, all knew that if they wanted to ascend to 

the immortal world, they had to go through the heavenly Tribulation! 

As for the heavenly Tribulation, it would usually be a nine-heaven lightning tribulation! 

Different types of lightning tribulation would descend according to the person’s luck and destiny! 

But no matter what kind of tribulation Thunder it was, it had an extremely powerful force, even stronger 

than a one-star heaven immortal artifact! 

Because of this, in the past hundreds of millions of years, there were at least 800 people who had 

passed the Tribulation, but those who had successfully ascended to the heaven realm were probably 

less than eight! 

There were billions of people in the human world, but the number of people who successfully passed 

the Tribulation could be counted with a finger! 

The reason for this was that the power of the lightning tribulation was too strong and terrifying! 

Even the current top ten magnates with heaven immortal artifacts could not guarantee a 100% success 

rate in passing the heavenly Tribulation! 

One could only imagine how terrifying the lightning tribulation was! 

However, Chen Xiaobei said that the black Lightning of Nirvana was cut from the lightning of tribulation! 

Normal people would be killed by the lightning, but Chen Xiaobei had managed to kill it! This was simply 

unbelievable! Appalling! 

“No! Of course, I don’t have that ability!” 

“My Sifu was the one who cut down the black Lightning of Nirvana!” It’s been a while since it was 

handed over to me, but I’ve never had the chance to use it!” 

That’s right! It was sect master Tongtian who had cut off the black Thunder of destruction from the 

Tribulation Thunder! 

Cutting the Tribulation lightning not only required great cultivation, but also great courage, because this 

action was a serious violation of the heavenly rules! Furthermore, it was not an ordinary heavenly law 

set by the Jade Emperor, but a Supreme heavenly law set by the Dao ancestor! 

Ordinary people would not dare to disobey! Only sect master Tongtian had such a monstrous courage! 

Of course, the main reason why sect leader Tongtian forced himself to do this was because he had 

helped Chen Xiaobei collect the rift to the void. He was sure that the Dao ancestor would punish him! 

Breaking the Supreme heavenly rules once was a crime, and breaking it twice was also a crime! 

Before the Dao ancestor’s punishment was meted out, he forcefully cut off a section of the black 

Thunder of Nirvana and asked lady Nuwa to send the black Thunder of Nirvana to Chen Xiaobei through 

the red envelope snatching session on New Year’s Eve! 



On Chinese New Year’s Eve, Chen Xiaobei asked the extremely lucky Ying Zheng to help him snatch red 

packets! 

Not only did he successfully snatch the Nirvana Black Thunder, but he also snatched the Golden core 

realm-breaking pill from the heavenly Lord of the origin and the blood of chaos from the Dao ancestor! 

The chaos blood had been used to upgrade the chaos Blood Sword, and it had even activated the origin 

devouring ability! 

Chen Xiaobei did not eat the Golden core cultivation-breaking pill, but used the special ability of the 

culinary God pill to test out the pill’s recipe! 

If one wanted to reach the peak of the path of immortal cultivation, one must not break through with 

the help of external forces! 

The heavenly Lord of the origin had sent the Golden core realm-breaking pill to Chen Xiaobei! 

Once Chen Xiaobei consumed the Golden core realm-breaking pill, he would be able to break through to 

the next level, but his cultivation would come to an abrupt end at some point in the future. He would 

not be able to make any progress! 

If that was the case, Chen Xiaobei would never be able to reach the end and become a heavenly path 

Saint! 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei was not stupid. He did not eat the Golden core realm-breaking pill. He only 

tasted it and figured out the recipe. Then, he asked Jiang Ziya and Daoist Yiru to try making it! 

However, the required herbs were not easy to find, and it took a long time to make it. Jiang Ziya and 

Daoist Yiru did not have the sunlight cache, so they had not succeeded yet! 

If the pill was successfully concocted, for someone like Wu aofeng who had already reached the peak of 

two-star earth-god level, he would be able to break through to the Golden elixir realm after taking a 

golden elixir realm breakthrough pill! It was very simple and convenient! 

After all, not everyone had the chance to become a heavenly path Saint. Naturally, they did not need to 

be like Chen Xiaobei, who had to rely on himself to break through each level! 

As for the final nirvana Black Thunder, it was originally an opportunity for the Dragon’s edge. 

However, since the prime of Tongtian was in confinement, no one could guide Chen Xiaobei on how to 

advance to the Dragon’s edge. 

Luckily, Chen Xiaobei had found out that the Dragon’s edge was in one of the seven forbidden places in 

the earth-god Realm, the dark Dragon tomb! 

As long as he could break this opportunity, Chen Xiaobei would be able to use the black Thunder of 

Nirvana to upgrade the Dragon’s edge! 

In fact, going to the Obsidian Dragon tomb was already part of Chen Xiaobei’s plan. Once he was done 

with the things at hand, he would immediately head there! 

After all, Chen Xiaobei was no longer the Chen Xiaobei he used to be! 



Once the nine sky sealing spell was completed, Chen Xiaobei would have three heaven-immortal 

instruments and 400 billion upper-grade spiritual stones. There was nothing to be afraid of in the dark 

Dragon tomb! 

Chen Xiaobei would break through all seven forbidden grounds! 

Of course, Qiu Ling ‘er did not know what Chen Xiaobei was thinking. She asked, ” “Sect master, 

although this Black Lightning is rare, what does it have to do with the seal scripts?” 

“The special ability of the black Thunder of destruction is to weaken!” 

I have a black knife. When its power is activated, it can mimic the effect of the black Thunder of Nirvana 

and weaken all energy! True essence, physical strength, defense, and mental energy can all be 

weakened!” 

how … How is this possible?! Qiu Ling ‘er was shocked and couldn’t believe it! 
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 “You’ve never seen my black blade, so it’s normal that you don’t believe me!” 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged and said, ” “You just need to wait and see if the result will be as I said!” 

“Pipi … Pipi …” 

Chen Xiaobei then injected his own ethereal force into the black Thunder of Nirvana! 

The Nirvana Black Thunder was like a small snake that had just gotten its food. It became active and 

released Black Electric currents from time to time! 

Clearly, the black Thunder of Nirvana was extremely terrifying. Goddess nüwa was afraid that Chen 

Xiaobei would not be able to control it, so she had placed a restriction on him before she sent the red 

packet to him. 

This seal could help Chen Xiaobei to control the black Lightning of destruction and protect him from 

being killed by the black Lightning! 

Chen Xiaobei shook his head and sighed. my cultivation is still too low … My vital essence can’t stimulate 

the true power of the black Thunder of Nirvana … I have to burn spirit stones … 

Chen Xiaobei stopped injecting his ethereal force and took out 30 billion upper spiritual stones! 

my God … Qiu Ling ‘er gasped. Even though she used to be Princess Jiuling, she had never seen so many 

spiritual stones. 

“Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang …” 

Chen Xiaobei did not say a word and used his ethereal force to crush all the spiritual stones! 

In the next moment, a vast amount of spiritual Qi gushed into the black Thunder of destruction like a 

river flowing into the sea! 
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The Nirvana Black Lightning was a divine item! The stronger the energy injected, the greater the power 

that could be activated! 

Now, Chen Xiaobei had injected 30 billion upper spiritual stones into the black Thunder of destruction, 

and it was able to unleash the power of a one-star divine fairy! 

boom boom boom … Boom boom boom … 

In an instant, there was an ear-splitting explosion! 

The black Lightning of destruction that was only the size of a finger suddenly expanded and turned into a 

Black Lightning Dragon that was thousands of meters long! 

The Thunder Dragon rolled and the sky changed color! 

An extremely terrifying pressure came down on him. Even Chen Xiaobei, who had a strong mental state, 

could not help but feel his heart jump and his emotions shake! 

Qiu Ling ‘er’s face turned pale, and she felt as if a mountain was pressing on her chest. She almost 

stopped breathing, and her heart was about to explode. This feeling was unprecedented and extremely 

terrifying! 

“The black Lightning! The destruction of all living things!” 

break! Chen Xiaobei roared, and the black Thunder Dragon shot out a few lightning bolts that grabbed 

the nine heaven suppressing chains like a dragon’s claw! 

pipi … Pipi … Pipi … 

Lightning rolled and completely wrapped around the heaven suppressing Black Gold. The special ability 

of the Nirvana Black Thunder took effect and greatly weakened the defense of the heaven suppressing 

Black Gold! 

Of course, a starving camel was still bigger than a horse! 

Even if the defensive power of the heaven suppressing Black Gold had been greatly reduced, it was still 

not something that could be easily carved with a normal carving knife! 

“Clang! 

Chen Xiaobei immediately took out the chaos Blood Sword! 

After being in the sunlight cache for more than 300 days, the chaos Blood Sword had already devoured 

Xu chengshou’s soul and nascent soul completely. It had also successfully advanced to the mid-stage 

eight-star earth-god Realm! 

“Whoosh …” 

Chen Xiaobei took out another 100 million upper spiritual stones and filled the chaos Blood Sword with 

spiritual Qi! 

This way, Chen Xiaobei could activate the chaos Blood sword’s power ten times in a row! 



you … What do you want to do?! 

Qiu Ling ‘er could not understand why Chen Xiaobei would use the chaos Blood Sword. What did this 

have to do with the seal scripts? 

“The talisman brush is useless, and the carving knife is too weak! I can only use my sword to carve the 

talisman!” 

Chen Xiaobei calmed himself down and began to swing his sword! 

“Clang! Clang! Clang …” 

The tip of the chaos Blood Sword began to carve on the heaven suppressing chain! 

“Don’t you do anything stupid …” 

Qiu Ling ‘er’s pupils constricted, and her scalp went numb.”This is not a joke! One wrong stroke and all 

our efforts will be in vain! The entire formation will be completely destroyed!” 

“Clang! Clang! Clang …” 

Chen Xiaobei did not answer. All his energy and attention were focused on the tip of the chaos Blood 

Sword! He continued to swing his sword with one hand, and he had no intention of stopping! 

“Did you hear what I said? Hurry up and stop! “Don’t mess around …” Qiu Ling ‘er was really anxious. 

One had to know that the carving of runes was extremely precise! This was especially true for heaven 

immortal grade runes. Not only were they complicated, but they were also extremely detailed! Even if a 

talisman brush was used to slowly draw a talisman on a piece of paper, it was still possible to draw a 

wrong talisman! 

How could someone like Chen Xiaobei not make a mistake when he was drawing talismans with his 

sword? 

Even Qiu Ling ‘er, who was one of the top five array Masters in the earth-god Realm, didn’t have the 

confidence and courage to do this! 

Even if all the top five array Masters were to join forces, they would not dare to do this! 

Qiu Ling ‘er had never seen or even heard of it! 

“Stop daydreaming! The first rune had been carved! Come over and see if there’s any problem! I’m 

going to continue with the next one!” 

Qiu Ling ‘er! Chen Xiaobei shouted, breaking Qiu Ling’ er’s train of thought. 

“You wait! Don’t carve the next one yet!” 

Qiu Ling ‘er came back to her senses and quickly ran over to check, ” “Let me take a look first. If there’s a 

problem, I can still try to remedy it. If you continue to carve randomly, everything will be completely 

ruined … This … How is this possible …” 

Before Qiu Ling ‘er could finish her words, she was completely stunned! 



Chen Xiaobei’s first rune could only be described as perfect! It was exactly the same as the runes he had 

repeatedly drawn on the paper before! 

The main point was that the runes drawn on the paper were all the size of a palm! However, the runes 

carved on the chains were only the size of a broad bean! Every stroke and stroke was extremely fine! 

If she had not seen it with her own eyes, Qiu Ling ‘er would never have believed that such a perfect rune 

was carved by a sword! 

“There’s no problem, right?” 

Chen Xiaobei smiled and swung the sword with one hand. Not only did he not stop, but he swung it even 

faster. 

“No… No problem … This rune is perfect!” 

Qiu Ling ‘er was shocked, but she was still worried. “Don’t be so fast! Just like before, slower! Be more 

careful!” 

“We can’t be slow!” 

Chen Xiaobei waved his sword and shook his head. “I have to hurry up. Otherwise, I’ll have to burn 

another 30 billion Yuan when the black Thunder of destruction runs out of spiritual energy! Even if you 

have money, you can’t be so wasteful!” 

this … Qiu Ling ‘er was speechless. She could only watch as Chen Xiaobei swung the sword faster and 

faster! 

In the end, Chen Xiaobei’s speed was so fast that Qiu Ling ‘er could not even see it. It was as if he was 

carving randomly! 

However, after a closer look, Qiu Ling ‘er realized that every rune that Chen Xiaobei drew was perfectly 

accurate! 

After a while, Chen Xiaobei stopped swinging his sword and looked at her. “Qiu Ling ‘er! I told you to 

look at the seal scripts, so why are you staring at me? Don’t tell me you’re secretly in love with me?” 


